South Stoke Primary School English MTP

Autumn 1

Writing
Unit overview The Chocolate Tree introduction Chn will be introduced to the text. They will explore the different themes of the story and consider what we may come across in
the topic this term. Chn will explore the story, making predictions, completing justifications and sharing opinions. They will use what they read to delve into characters and settings.
They will evaluate the story and share their ideas about the characters, setting and plot.
Learning objective & assessment
Vocabulary
To listen to a story and describe a character
Can chn use adjective to describe a character? Can chn explain tier ideas?

To compare characters in a story
Can chn compare the characters?
Can chn justify their ideas?
To predict events in a story
Can chn predict events in a story?
Can chn explain their ideas and share opinions?

Folktale
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Describe
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Opinion

Unit overview Chocolate poetry Chn will explore what a narrative poem is. They will look at and discuss the features of rhythm, rhyme and figurative language, which are often used
in poetry. Chn will watch and analyse Michael Rosen's performance of his poem, 'Chocolate Cake'. They will focus on how he uses his voice, facial expression and body language to
engage the audience and make the poem 'come alive'. Chn will plan, write and perform their own chocolate themed poem.
Learning objective & assessment
Vocabulary
To explore a narrative poem
Can chn explain what a narrative poem is?
Can chn share their opinions of a poem they have read?
Can chn answer questions about a poem?

To know how to perform a poem
Do chn understand what a performance poem is?
Can chn name some ways in which a poem can be performed successfully?
Can chn perform a given poem themselves?

To gather ideas for a chocolate-themed narrative poem

Narrative poetry
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Do chn remember similarities between a narrative poem and a story?
Can chn generate ideas for their own chocolate-themed poem?
Can chn explain their ideas, and respond to suggestions given?
To write a chocolate themed narrative poem
Can chn discuss and explain some of the devices used by poets to keep the reader's attention and interest?
Can chn use some of these devices in their own poetry writing?
Can chn use their notes and checklist to create a chocolate-themed narrative poem?
To write a chocolate themed narrative poem
Can chn use some poetry devices in their own poetry writing?
Can chn use their notes and checklist to create a chocolate-themed narrative poem?
To edit chocolate themed poem
Can chn use dictionaries to improve spelling? Can chn edit their writing to improve flow?

To publish chocolate themed poem
Can chn choose a presentation style? Can chn use joined handwriting? Can chn evaluate a poem?
To prepare a performance of your narrative poem
Can chn explain some of the ways in which a performance of a poem can be made engaging for the audience?
Can chn make minor adjustments to their poem to turn it into a performance poem?
Can chn perform their poem to an audience?
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Unit overview Non chronological texts Chn will be introduced to the features of a non-chronological report. They will identify and discuss the different features, discuss and
create an imaginary new species that they have discovered whilst on a trip to the rainforest. They will look at how they should organise the information they have generated into a
plan for a report. Chn will look at examples of notes that have been turned into a paragraph, sentence by sentence, and discuss how they have been developed. They will write their
own first drafts of their paragraphs. Chn will discuss the importance of editing their writing. Chn will then apply this knowledge when editing their own work. Finally they will publish
their report to create an exploding crate!
Learning objective & assessment
Vocabulary
To identify the features of a nonchronological report
Do chn know what a non-chronological report is?
Can they list the features of a non-chronological report? Can they identify these features within given non-chronological reports?

To gather information for a non-chronological report
Can chn recall the main features of a non-chronological report?
Can chn share, discuss and record their ideas for a newly discovered animal?
Can chn generate appropriate notes for a non-chronological report?
To know how to organise information into a plan for a nonchronological report
Can chn use notes to create a plan for a nonchronological report?
Can chn group related material into paragraphs?
Can chn decide on the most appropriate order for the paragraphs?

Heading
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To write the content for a nonchronological report 2 lessons
Can chn list and define features needed when writing paragraphs for a report?
Do chn understand importance of thinking carefully about order of information within sentences?
Can chn write a first draft of the paragraphs for their report?

To edit the content of a nonchronological report
Do chn understand why it is important to edit their work?
Can chn make suggestions on how their writing could be edited?
Can chn edit their work and explain their reasoning for any changes they make?
To organise and present a nonchronological report 2 lessons
Do chn understand the importance of layout for a nonchronological report?
Can chn organise the different sections of their nonchronological report in the most informative way?
Can chn present their non-chronological report in a visually pleasing way?
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Guided Reading
Y3/4
Text overview ‘Rainforest calling’ Children will read this text which includes diary extracts and prose. They will delve into the character’s feelings throughout and the issues and
themes raised in the text. They will link the text ot their learning on rainforests. They will learn to read with expression as well as discuss the text.
Learning objective & assessment
Vocabulary

Y5/6
Text overview ‘The Wonder Garden’ by Jenny Broom Children will spend time reading this non-fiction text. They will explore the features of a non-fiction text as well as enjoy
the different habitats described in the text. Children will be able to explore the different layouts of non-fiction texts and use the text to find and record information.
Learning objective & assessment
Vocabulary
To identify and discuss the features and layout of a non-fiction book
Can chn identify and discuss features of non-fiction? Can chn identify and discuss the layout of a non-fiction text?

To find and record key information
Can the chn find key information from the text? Can chn record this in an appropriate way?

To compare different sections of a text
Can chn compare and explain choices about different sections of a text?
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To give reasons for an author’s choice of language and illustrations
Can the chn explain and justify their ideas and opinions? Can the chn identify an author’s choice of language?

To discuss the text as a whole
Can chn share their ideas and opinions? Can chn find similarities and differences across the text?
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SPaG
Learning objective & assessment

Vocabulary

To recognise nouns (and the different noun types)
Can chn explain what a noun is? Can chn identify different types?

Nouns
Compound
Concrete
Abstract
Collective
Proper
Common
Adjectives
Describing
Determiner
Noun phrase
Antonym
Synonym
Verb
Do
Verb
Be
Subject
Verb
Object
Subject
Verb
Object
Adverb

To identify adjectives (and use in sentences)
Can chn explain what an adjective is? Can chn use adjectives?
To recognise determiners & (expanded) noun phrases
Can chn identify determiners, nouns and adjectives? Can chn use noun phrases?
To use synonyms and antonyms (and recognise both)
Can chn explain and use antonyms and synonyms?
To understand (and use) verbs (do)
Can chn identify and use verbs for do?
To understand (and use) verbs (be)
Can chn identify and use verbs for be?
To understand (and use) the sentence parts SVO
Can chn identify SVO in sentences?
To use sentence parts SVO (correctly)
Can chn use SVO in sentences?
To recognise (and use) adverbs
Can chn recognise adverbs? Can chn use adverbs correctly?
To understand fronted adverbials (and recognise them)
Can chn explain what a fronted adverbial is?
To use fronted adverbials (and correct punctuation)
Can chn use fronted adverbials? Can chn use commas correctly?

To recognise prepositions (and explain their meaning)
Do chn understand what a preposition is?
To use prepositions (and find alternatives)
Can chn use prepositions accurately?
To understand prepositional phrases (and their construction)
Can chn recognise the parts of a prepositional phrase?
To use prepositional phrases (and correct punctuation)
Can chn use prepositional phrases in their writing?
To recognise pronouns (and their use)
Can chn understand how to use pronouns?

Fronted adverbial
Adverb
Fronted adverbial
Adverb
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Preposition
Position
Preposition
Preposition
Prepositional phrases
Preposition
Prepositional phrases
Pronoun
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To recognise personal pronouns (and their purpose)
Can chn explain the use of personal pronouns?
To use personal pronouns (and find synonyms)
Can chn use personal pronouns in sentences?
To recognise possessive pronouns (and their purpose)
Can chn explain the use of possessive pronouns?
To use possessive pronouns (and find synonyms)
Can chn use possessive pronouns in sentences?
To understand coordinating conjunctions (and explain their use)
Can chn recognise a coordinating conjunction?
To use coordinating conjunctions (and find alternatives)
Can chn use FANBOYS in their sentences?

To recognise subordinating conjunctions (and explain their use)
Can chn recognise subordinating conjunctions?
To use subordinating conjunctions (and find alternatives)
Can chn use ISAWAWABUB in their sentences?
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